
RX-M - Cloud Native Container Networking and ACI

This intensive three day course takes attendees on a journey through the rapidly evolving Cloud Native space, with a
detailed look at the powerful new networking technologies enabling this fundamental transformation. The course
begins with a look at Cloud Native systems and explores the building blocks which allow organizations to maximize the
impact of digital transformations including microservice application architecture, application containers and dynamic
container orchestration. The course examines key players in the ecosystem such as Docker, Kubernetes, Mesos, and
others as well as the most important organizations and standards such as the CNCF and OCI. Attendees will gain direct
experience with the nature of microservices, how they are packaged into containers and how they run and scale in a
modern cloud native cluster.

Day two of the course examines the enabling networking technologies that power clusters of containers. In particular
we consider the unique and unprecedented challenges containers bring to a network fabric, such as ephemeral
containers, rapid container scaling and migration, extreme system density, network attached storage and more.
Software defined networking is introduced along with the key container based network interface standards CNI and
CNM. Cisco Contiv is used as a demonstration platform and case study, illustrating the features and functions of
container based networking at Layers 2, 3 and 4-7.

Day three introduces Cisco Application Centric infrastructure (ACI) and the key container networking enablement
features it offers. Policy based networking and stateless device operations are explained in the context of the Cisco
Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC) and the related Contiv features. Various container based networking
fabrics are considered including solutions leveraging Cisco Application Virtual Switch (AVS) and other technologies. The
course concludes with a look at current best practices and future trends in the Cloud Native networking space.
Attendees should leave with an in depth understanding of the fundamental shift in networking technologies driven by
containers and how modern cloud native systems can be constructed with SDN and ACI driven platforms.
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Code: CN2-CNCN-ACI
Length: 3 days
URL: View Online

This course is designed to give attendees an end to end introduction to the structural changes taking place in

infrastructure and networking architecture driven by cloud native systems, with the goal of understanding how

modern networking technologies in general, and Cisco ACI in particular, are helping to power the rapid adoption of

application containers.

Professional Services Staff, Technical Managers, IT and QA Staff, Developers and DevOps personnel

Each attendee will require the ability to run a 64 bit virtual machine (provided with the course). Basic Linux

command line skills are valuable but not required.
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Course Details

Cloud Native Container Networking and ACI

Schedule (as of 3 )
Date Location   

Download Whitepaper: Accelerate Your Modernization Efforts with a Cloud-Native
Strategy 

Get Your Free Copy Now

Day 1 - Cloud Native Systems

1. Overview of Cloud Native Systems

2. Microservices and the changing nature of application architecture

3. Containers and the Docker Ecosystem

4. Container Orchestration, a look at Kubernetes, Amazon ECS, Swarm, Mesos and other platforms

Day 2 - Containers and SDN

1. Container Networking 101

2. Overview of SDN solutions

3. A Tale of two standards, CNI and CNM

4. Introduction to Cisco Contiv

Day 3 - Cisco ACI and Container Orchestration

1. Application Centric infrastructure Overview (ACI)

2. Cisco Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC)

3. Contiv and ACI

4. End to end solutions and future directions

https://www.exitcertified.com/training-resources/white-papers/accelerate-your-modernization-efforts-with-a-native-cloud-strategy-whitepaper?utm_source=schedule-pdf-banner&utm_medium=schedule-pdf-banner&utm_campaign=asset-advertising%20
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